Winning the POC Tag of War
How testing accuracy and speed can peacefully coexist with quality patient care.

COMING WITH CONFIDENCE
Fight illness with accuracy
Why enlisting the right meter makes all the difference.

Blood glucose monitoring is key to keeping a patient's condition under control, and with so much at risk, accuracy with every test is critical.

It's why the Accu-Chek Inform II system is designed with multiple features and functions to ensure accuracy at every step of the testing process.

1. Before testing: An advanced barcode scanner, which is used in conjunction with a data management system, captures operator ID, patient ID and test strip lot information to help ensure the right operator is performing the right test on the right patient.

2. During testing: Patented AQCOC technology within the test strip enables more than 150 integrity checks — more than any other system.

3. After testing: Results are then sent automatically via wireless data transfer, helping to reduce transcription errors.

When patients are counting on you to ensure they receive the right treatment, you can count on Accu-Chek to give you the right results.

ENSURE ACCURACY

PHYSIOLOGY POWER
The workflow challenge: speed versus quality
With the right POC system, both can come out winners.

"Haste makes waste." Who didn't hear that during childhood from a parent or teacher? It still applies today in our professional lives. However, as healthcare organizations try to meet the demand to run more efficiently, working with less "haste" can feel excessively challenging at the point of care. Staff may think they need to sacrifice time with their patients to achieve greater efficiency. The good news is with the Accu-Chek Inform II system, they don't have to.

The easy-to-use Accu-Chek meter features an intuitive touchscreen and tactile menu, which helps to speed sample collection. Results are provided in just five seconds from a 25-μL sample, and they're transmitted automatically to a facility's data management system, without the need to dock the meter. In addition, the cobas® 7000 application, together with POC Mobile, enables POC coordinators to manage results and devices, anytime, anywhere.

With Accu-Chek, it's a win-win for speed, quality — and your POC staff!